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nature conservation can only be successful if it forms part of an integrated
national policy, embracing all kinds of land use, none of which can any
longer be regarded in isolation.

HURCOMB

Seals, by K.M. Backhouse. Arthur Barker, 21s.
The author "had the advantage of working with Professor H.R. Hewer
for some fifteen years, sometimes in solitary confinement on lonely seal-
breeding islands", but here his desire is "to produce a readable book
rather than a research review". The result of avoiding scientific jargon is a
plain, if sometimes awkwardly phrased, resume of the papers on the life
cycle of Halichoerus grypus, the Atlantic or grey seal, by Hewer and others,
which accounts for about half the text of this slim volume. The balance
reviews recent research on some of the other true seals (Phocidae) of the
world, with brief interesting biographies of the rare monk seals, the Wed-
dell, harp and elephant seals.

In the last chapter—on seals and man—Dr. Backhouse blames the
Grey Seals Protection Act of 1932 for the great increase in this species in
recent years, but does not mention that for eight months of the year grey
seals can be killed legally, or that the close season of four months is little
protection on lonely unpoliced islands visited by determined fishermen
and pelt hunters. He states however that "the grey seal has never been
numerous enough for large scale cropping, but it has played an important
part in local coastal economy where it was numerous." Meanwhile Phoca
vitulina, the common seal, ignored in this chapter, continues to be without
protection and the victim of bloody battles in the Wash. He does not
mention the new Seal Conservation Bill, which this reviewer and other
members of the FPS hope will eventually become law and, by licensed
control of killings, save both seals in adequate numbers.

As an introduction to seal study this attractively produced book is good
value at the price, with 16 colour and 60 black and white photographs.

R. M. LOCKLEY

The Twilight of India's Wildlife, by Balakrishna Seshadri. John
Baker, 52s.

Now that interest in India's wildlife is beginning to 'catch on', and, not a
moment too soon, most states of the Indian Union at least recognise its
existence and the need to do something to safeguard the resources on
which it depends, the publication of this book is timely. For over twenty
years the author has watched, with an uncommon understanding of what
is at stake, and why, the decline of his country's marvellous heritage of
animal life. In a couple of hundred pages he distils this experience, sup-
ported by avid research into the literature and a good varied selection of
photographs (a third of the fifty-eight taken by himself). He does so in a
readable, evocative and above all essentially Indian way, which means that
sentiment, while not eschewed, is tempered by a keen sense of history and
tradition, flashes of wit and real feeling for beauty.

An introductory chapter rightly makes the point that habitat destruc-
tion is the key to a gloomy picture, but also stresses more hopefully that the
solution is a national conservation policy to replace the valiant but piece-
meal efforts of States, organisations and individuals. The bulk of the book
is devoted to a chapter each on the circumstances, or more often plight, of
the 'special' Indian mammals, tiger, elephant, rhino, deer and wild oxen;
but under the heading 'extinct and near extinct' short but pointed accounts
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